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Abstract 
Recommender systems aim at directing users through this 
information space, toward the resources that best meet their 
needs and interests by extracting knowledge from the previous 
users’ interactions. Currently much research is focus on web page 
recommendations using sequential pattern mining techniques. 
Sequential access pattern mining discovers interesting and frequent 
user access patterns from web logs. Most of the previous studies 
have adopted Apriori-like sequential pattern mining techniques, 
which faced the problem on requiring expensive multiple scans 
of databases.  In this paper a traditional sequential pattern 
mining algorithm called prefixspan is modified by incorporating 
two measures such as, spending time and recent view. Then, 
the weighted sequential patterns are utilized to construct the 
recommendation model using the Patricia trie-based tree structure. 
Finally, the recommendation of the current users is done with the 
help of markov model. 
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I. Introduction
Sequential pattern mining has been intensively studied during recent 
years, there exists a great diversity of algorithms for sequential 
pattern mining. Sequential pattern mining was first introduced by 
Agrawal and Srikant [1995]. Sequential mining is the process of 
applying data mining techniques to a sequential database for the 
purposes of discovering the correlation relationships that exist 
among an ordered list of events. It is the process of extracting 
certain sequential patterns whose support exceeds a predefined 
minimal support threshold. Sequential pattern mining is an 
important data mining problem with broad applications including 
customer purchase behavior analysis, web-log analysis, medical 
treatments, natural disasters, science and engineering processes, 
stocks and markets, DNA sequences and gene structures.
 Web Mining [7] deals with the extraction of interesting knowledge 
from the World Wide Web. Web Content Mining focuses on the raw 
information available in web pages; source data mainly consist of 
textual data in web pages. Web Structure Mining focuses on the 
structure of web sites; source data mainly consist of the structural 
information in web pages (e.g., links to other pages). Web Usage 
Mining deals with the extraction of knowledge from server log 
files.
With the massive amount of information available on the World 
Wide Web, attracts the users to seek and retrieve relevant 
information from the internet. But, it becomes very difficult 
for the users to access right or interesting information from the 
Web. A solution to this problem is web personalization [1]. Web 
personalization is the process of customizing a Web site to the 
needs of specific users, taking advantage of the knowledge acquired 
from the analysis of the user’s navigational behavior (usage data) 
in correlation with other information collected in the Web context, 
namely, structure, content and user profile data.

In order to provide customized information to the user, many 
Web-based recommender systems are applied to various web-
based applications. One of web personalization system is Web 
recommender system, which provides substantial user values by 
personalizing number of sites on the web and provides relevant 
web pages more efficiently and effectively. Recommender systems 
aim at directing users through this information space, toward the 
resources that best meet their needs and interests by extracting 
knowledge from the previous users’ interactions.
The goal of the intelligent recommender system is to determine 
which web pages are more likely to be accessed next by the current 
user in the near future. Various traditional techniques such as 
collaborative filtering [2-3] and hybrid content-based collaborative 
filtering approaches [4-5] have been developed for supporting 
web recommendations. 
Recently, there has been a substantial interest in using sequential 
mining approaches to construct web page recommendation systems 
based on web usage mining, which aims to discover interesting 
usage patterns derived from the data stored in web server logs or 
web browser logs.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 reviews the recent 
works available in the literature. Section 3 provides the proposed 
technique of web page recommendation and section 4 presents 
experimentation and the results obtained. Section 5 concludes 
the paper.

II. Background Work
The term ‘Web Usage Mining’ [12] was introduced by Cooley 
et al, is used to extract the knowledge hidden in the log files of a 
web server, interesting patterns concerning the users’ navigational 
behavior can be identified, as well as possible correlations between 
Web pages and user groups. It consists of three phases they are 
Data collection and preprocessing, pattern discovery and pattern 
analysis. In the first phase data is preprocessed in order to identify 
users, sessions and so on. In the second phase various data mining 
and statistical methods are applied to find interesting patterns and 
in the third phase these interested patterns are stored and can be 
analyzed further using recommender systems. Web usage mining 
has gained much attention in the literature as a potential approach 
to fulfill the requirement of web personalization [6, 12-16].
An extensive overview of intelligent methods for Web 
Personalization has been presented by Sarabjot Singh Anand and 
Bamshad Mobasher [19]. They have studied the state-of-the-art in 
Web personalization. Initially, a depiction of the personalization 
process and a classification of the current techniques to Web 
personalization have been presented. Also, they have discussed the 
different sources of data available to personalization systems, the 
modeling techniques utilized, and the current techniques to analyze 
these systems. Numerous challenges faced by the researchers in 
developing these systems and also the solutions to these challenges 
proposed in literature have been described. They have concluded 
with a discussion on the open challenges that must be addressed by 
the research community if this technology is to create a positive 
impact on user satisfaction with the Web.
A numerous approaches for web page recommendations based 
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on web usage mining can be categorized into two major groups, 
such are content-based filtering and collaborative filtering. 
Content-based filtering [8] systems are solely based on individual 
users’ preferences. The system tracks each user’s behavior and 
recommends items to them that are similar to items the user liked 
in the past. The users profile are then used to predict the rating for 
previously unseen items and those deemed as being potentially 
interesting are presented to the user. Collaborative filtering is 
traditionally a memory-based approach to recommendation 
generation, though model-based approaches which does not use 
any item content descriptions. Collaborative filtering systems 
invite users to rate objects or divulge their preferences and interests 
and then return information that is predicted to be of interest to 
them. This is based on the assumption that users with similar 
behavior have analogous interests. 
In [9], Mobasher et al use statistical significance testing to judge 
whether a page is interesting to a user. Its main idea is: A duration 
threshold is calculated for each page using the average duration and 
standard deviation of the visits to the page; if the duration of a page 
is longer than the threshold, that page is considered interesting to 
the user and vice versa. The drawback of such an approach is that 
it simply divides pages into interesting and uninteresting groups, 
and neglects the difference in the degrees of interest. 
An approach for recommendations of unvisited pages has been 
presented by Forsati, R et al [18]. They have focused on the 
recommender systems based on the user’s navigational patterns 
and provided proper recommendations to cater to the current needs 
of the user. The group of users with analogous browsing patterns 
has been identified by employing an offline data preprocessing and 
clustering technique. The experiments conducted on real usage 
data from a commercial web site have demonstrated a considerable 
enhancement in the recommendation efficiency of the proposed 
system.
Web page recommendation based on weighted association rules 
was proposed by R. Forsati, M. R. Meybodi [10]. Here, they have 
proposed three algorithms to solve the web page recommendation 
problems. In the first algorithm, a distributed learning machine 
has been employed to study the behavior of previous users’ and 
to recommend pages to the current user based on the learned 
patterns. In the second algorithm, Weighted Association Rule 
mining algorithm has been applied for recommendation purposes. 
One of the challenging problems in recommendation systems 
is dealing with unvisited or newly added pages.  Finally, in the 
third algorithm, the above two algorithms have been combined to 
enhance the competence of web page recommendation.

III Finding of Weighted Sequential Web Access Patterns 
for Web Page Recommendations 
Different from the majority of the existing web recommendation 
techniques, we propose an efficient web recommender system 
that uses weighted sequential pattern mining technique. Here, 
Prefixspan sequential pattern mining algorithm is modified by 
incorporating two measures such as spending time and recent 
view, to find relevant sequential patterns. Then, the markov model 
described in[22] is used to recommend the web pages. The major 
steps in generating recommendations of web pages are defined 
as follows,

Data Preprocessing• 
Finding  of weighted sequential web access patterns by using • 
W-Prefixspan algorithm
Construction of a Pattern tree• 
Generation of  web page recommendations • 

A. Data Preprocessing
Data preprocessing is a pre-requisite phase before the data can be 
mined to obtain useful and interesting patterns. Initially all users 
‘web access activities of a website are recorded by the WWW 
server of the website and stored into the Web Server Logs and  
the web log file consists of following key information: IP address, 
access time, HTTP request method used, URL of the referring 
page and browser name. After obtaining the Web Server Logs, 
sequential pattern mining process is applied in order to convert 
the web log file into the sequential database which should be in a 
proper format to mine the weighted sequential patterns. 

1. User Identification
Identification of individual users who access a web site is an 
important step in web usage mining. Various methods are to be 
followed for identification of users. The simplest method is to 
assign different user id to different IP address. A user session is 
fixed for certain period of time and if the user is having unique IP 
address then the user is said to be a new user. If the user session 
is reached to he particular period with the same IP address then 
the user will be acted as a new user.

2. Construction of Weighted Sequential Database
A weighted sequential database is generated with sequence 
of web pages visited by the user, time spent on corresponding 
web page and its recent information. This step consists of, (i) 
identifying the different users’ sessions from the usually very poor 
information available in web log files and (ii) reconstructing the 
users’ navigation path within the identified sessions. 

B. Finding of Weighted Sequential Web Access Patterns 
by Using W-Prefixspan Algorithm

1. Prefixspan Algorithm
The proposed recommendation approach makes use of existing 
Prefixspan algorithm by incorporating two important measures 
such as spending time and recent view. Prefixspan is based on the 
idea of database projection and sequential pattern growth. This 
algorithm examines only the prefix subsequences after scanning 
the sequence database once and then projects their corresponding 
postfix subsequences into projected database. Prefixspan 
algorithm doesn’t generate and tests candidate sequences, non 
existent in a projection database. Projected database keeps on 
shrinking because only the suffix subsequences of a frequent 
prefix are projected into a projected database. But the major 
cost of prefixspan is the construction of projected databases. 
The procedure of prefixspan algorithm is defined as follows.
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2. Mining of Weighted Sequential Patterns
The traditional sequential pattern mining problem is extended by 
allowing a weight to be associated with each page in a user session 
to reflect interest of each page within the user session. In turn, 
this provides with an opportunity to associate a weight parameter 
with each page in a resulting sequential pattern, which called a 
Weighted Sequential Pattern (WSP). Here, PrefixSpan [17] is 
modified by incorporating weightage measures such as spending 
time and recent view into the mining procedure. 
Spending time: We propose a weighting measure which is 
calculated from web logs to extract the interest of web page for 
the user. The importance of each page can be identified based on 
how much time the user is spending on a more useful page, because 
if a user is not interested in a page, he/she do not spend much time 
on viewing the page and usually jumps to another page quickly. 
Hence to identify the interest of the users, Spending time is one 
of an important measure. So, by using this measure one can find 
out the interesting relationships then from this we can get good 
number of web page recommendations. Recent view: Generally 
a web page which is accessed recently is having more importance 
than the older one. So, a significant measure taken for sequential 
pattern mining is recent view that describes whether the page is 
accessed recently or not.

3. W-Prefixspan Algorithm
For finding frequent sequential patterns, an eminent W-PrefixSpan 
algorithm [23] is developed by modifying the existing traditional 
PrefixSpan algorithm, which uses the pattern growth methodology. 
Let us consider a weighted database ijW . A sequence Ws is said 
to be a sub sequence of ijW only if,
(1) sW  is a subsequence of ijW , sij WW ∈  

(2) mttt <<< 21 where, 1t is the time at which ijp   
occurred in sW , mr ≤≤1 . 
 A sequence is said to be SR sequence ijW  if and only if, (1) sW  
is a subsequence of ijW , (2) the W-support should be satisfied. 
The following is the procedure for W-Prefixspan algorithm:

By scanning the weighted sequential database once it finds • 
1-length weighted sequential patterns.
It finds 1-SR (Spending time and Recent view) patterns which • 
satisfies the predefined W-Support threshold value.
Later projection database is formed by projecting the collection • 
of postfixes of mined 1-SR sequence.
Then, the 2-length SR-patterns are mined from the projected • 
database by computing the weighted support on the projected 
database. 
This process is repeated recursively until all SR sequential • 
patterns are mined. 

C. Construction of Pattern Tree Model
In this section a pattern tree is constructed using the procedure 
defined in [15, 11]. A pattern tree is generated using Patricia tree 
data structure for effective web page recommendations. Patricia 
trie is used to store a set of strings but in regular trie, single 
character is stored in each node. By using Patricia trie, the tree can 
be even more compacted when compare with the regular trie. 
The procedure for constructing the pattern tree in the proposed 
system is as follows:

Create an empty root node.1. 
Add the most sub pattern in the SR-sequential pattern set into 2. 
a node next to the root node
Insert the postfixes of pattern into child node only if the 3. 
current pattern to be inserted is a super pattern of inserted 
patterns
Otherwise, current pattern is inserted into the node next to 4. 
the root node
Step 3 and step 4 is repeated for every pattern in the mined 5. 
SR-pattern set.

D. Generation of Web Page Recommendations
After mining the weighted sequential patterns, the Patricia tree is 
constructed. From the Patricia tree, a recommendation model is 
developed based on Markov model for predictions of users to find 
web pages they want to visit. Since the recommendation process 
is based on the behavior of previous users access pages.
Based on the sequence of pages accessed previously by the user 
helps to find out the next pages that are to be accessed by the same 
user using Markov model [12].
If a new user wants to get recommendations then his sequence 
path is matched with the Patricia-trie structure to find out whether 
it is from the same node or from its child node. By using the 
probability definitions defined in Markov model, are used to find 
the accurate recommendations. 

IV Results and Discussion
This section presents the results obtained from the experimentation 
and its detailed discussion about the results. The proposed approach 
of web page recommendation is experimented with the synthetic 
dataset and the result is evaluated with the precision, applicability 
and hit ratio.   

A. Experimental Set Up and Dataset Description
The proposed web page recommendation approach is implemented 
in Java (jdk 1.6) with I3 processor of 2GB RAM. Here, the synthetic 
dataset is generated as like the same format of real datasets and 
the performance of the proposed approach is evaluated with the 
evaluation metrics. The generated synthetic dataset is divided into 
two parts such as, Training dataset and test dataset. The training 
data set is used for building the pattern tree and test data set is 
used for testing the web page recommendations. 

B. Comparison of Prefixspan with W-Prefixspan
Here the performance of W-Prefixspan algorithm is compared with 
Prefixspan algorithm and the results shown that the performance 
of proposed algorithm is increased in finding the number of 
patterns which helps us in finding good number of web page 
recommendations. The values are plotted in a graph and the results 
are shown in the fig. 1.
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Fig. 1: Number of Patterns Mined

V. Conclusion
In this paper a traditional sequential pattern mining algorithm 
called prefixspan is modified by incorporating two measures such 
as, spending time and recent view. Then, the weighted sequential 
web access patterns are mined from weighted sequential database 
to construct the recommendation model.
After mining the sequential patterns, Patricia trie-based tree 
structure is constructed. Finally, the recommendation of the current 
users is done with the help of markov model. 
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